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Introduction
In January and February 2022, we ran a small domestic heating trial with 12 volunteer
households in rural Wales.
The aim was to explore whether a person-centred, hybrid approach to domestic heating
could offer a way to reduce energy consumption (predominantly oil in rural Wales) and
improve people’s thermal comfort.3

Background
If (like me) you are neither a physicist, physiologist nor heat engineer, it’s worth refreshing
some GCSE level facts about people and heat energy.
Our core body temperatures lie in a narrow band between 36 and 38°C. Our
thermoregulatory systems keep our bodies safely within this range - losing heat by
vasodilation and sweating or gaining heat by vasoconstriction and shivering. Any increase in
our metabolic rate (e.g. cleaning the house versus sitting on the sofa!) burns calories which
generate heat and warm us. We also wear clothes to insulate us and reduce heat loss when
the environment is cooler than we are.
Thermal energy always flows in one direction - from the warmer to the cooler. The
environment can warm (or cool) us in 3 ways: conduction, convection and radiation. They
sometimes work in combination.
Conduction - heat is transferred by direct physical contact between two surfaces, e.g. a
saucepan on a hot stove or using an electric blanket to warm a bed.
Convection - occurs when a material is free to move, such as a liquid or air. When air is
heated by contact with a hot surface, the molecules expand and become less dense and
therefore rise and are replaced by cooler air.
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Thermal comfort is defined as “the condition of mind that expresses satisfaction with the
thermal environment as assessed by subjective evaluation”.
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Radiation - consists of light waves and does not require a medium to travel through. Once
the waves hit a surface, it makes that surface vibrate to a similar frequency thus warming it.
The object (a table, a wall or our bodies) then radiates back out into the surrounding space.
Examples include the sun, open fires, electric fires, log burners, ovens, etc.
These 3 methods have been used for generations for domestic heating. Before the advent of
central heating, we relied primarily on keeping warm by what might be called ‘spot heating’4,
i.e. radiation from coal fires, log burners and electric fires. We also used conductive
methods: hot baths, electric blankets and hot water bottles.
Central heating became common in UK homes in the 1960’s and 70’s and is now pervasive.
It heats entire spaces primarily by convection. Radiators located in each room heat the air
next to them which then rises and circulates within the room. Despite their name, the share
of radiant heat transfer from conventional radiators is only 20-30%.5

The domestic energy challenge
Because of climate change, we face an urgent challenge to reduce the amount of energy it
takes to keep people warm in their homes and switch that energy to renewable sources. Any
solution needs to be affordable by all households. Currently, 84% of home energy consumed
is required for heating: 61% space and 23% water6. For most of our rural community here in
Wales, heating relies on oil and we need to find affordable, doable ways to shift away from
oil as much and as soon as we can.
One approach is to evolve the existing model of central heating by switching systems to
operate at lower fluid temperatures, heat larger surfaces (e.g. underfloor) and use heat
abstracted from the air, ground or water via heat pumps7. The conversion is expensive and
low temperature heating will only deliver efficient energy use and acceptable thermal comfort
if it’s in well insulated buildings which is the minority of our current housing stock. Retrofitting
older properties, whilst hugely important, can prove both problematic and expensive8 and will
certainly take time to achieve.
Some of these issues are always going to be challenging for space heating for these
reasons:

It takes a lot of energy to heat spaces uniformly9
Because central heating primarily heats via convection, the air rises and circulates within
each room. If the house lacks excellent insulation, has high ceilings, is draughty or has doors
which are regularly opened, then energy is constantly consumed to keep the entire space up
to temperature. The larger the room and the fewer the occupants, the more the volume of air
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Spot heating directs a beam of radiant heat at a localised area. It remains the most efficient method
to provide targeted heat in large spaces (e.g. outdoors).
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1 kWh for every 10 square metres & the average UK house is 108 square meters.

being heated is wasted and the warmest place to hang out is probably at ceiling level, as this
figure10 helpfully illustrates.

Expectations change as to what temperature is normal’ for indoor living
Since the arrival of central heating, we’ve become conditioned to thinking that our thermal
comfort depends on air temperature throughout a space. And, as we’ve adopted this
mindset, indoor temperatures have increased steadily by about 5-6°C since the 1970’s.11
The most recent ASHRAE 55 standard specifies a “comfortable” range for indoor air
temperature of around 20-23.5°C.12
People have happily adapted to uniformly warm indoor temperatures by reducing the clothes
they wear indoors in winter while expecting and requiring higher air temperature to prevent
bodily heat loss.
An estimated 17.7 million UK households (64%) set their thermostat to 20°C or higher, while
2.7 million households are setting it to 25°C or more. Research also shows that younger
people are more likely to crank their heating all the way up to 25°C or above13, with 21% of
those aged 18-24 saying this is their preferred temperature, compared to just 3% of those
aged 55 or older.
There is even some evidence that living in a constantly uniform air temperature (houses,
offices, cars) may cause our thermoregulatory systems to atrophy.14

Warm air doesn’t heat our bodies directly
Heating the air in a room doesn’t directly heat you. With core body temperature at around
37°C, you are always warmer than the air in the room so it can’t heat you by conduction (the
way a hot bath might). Space heating works by slowing down the rate your body loses heat
to the surrounding air. Contrast sitting outside in the sun and being comfortably warm (due to
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the sun’s radiation heating you directly) despite the surrounding air temperature being very
low.

Individuals vary in their thermal comfort levels
Despite all humans having the same core temperature of ~37°C, there is enormous
individual variation in how comfortable people feel at different air temperatures and at
different times of the day depending on their physiology, psychology, age, gender and
current activity levels. For example, our metabolic rates are 3 times higher when we are
cleaning the house than when we are sitting reading and twice as high when cooking.15 So,
maintaining a constant room air temperature (which requires energy) isn’t always necessary
or comfortable for all occupants.

The motivation for this trial
There may be ways we could lower background air temperature and significantly reduce our
energy consumption and costs without sacrificing (and maybe even improving) our thermal
comfort. The idea is to switch focus from just heating spaces to spot heating occupants
directly with supplementary forms of radiated and conducted heat.16 This approach would
also be less negatively affected (in terms of both energy efficiency and human comfort) if a
home is poorly insulated.
The trial set out to explore this possibility.

The trial
The trial explored a hybrid approach. This didn’t mean turning off central heating completely
but seeing whether heating people’s bodies directly through other means (radiation and
conduction) could improve their thermal comfort without needing to maintain a consistently
high air temperature in all or selected rooms. Some calculations suggest 7-10% of central
heating energy is saved for every 1 degree lowering of the thermostat.17

About the trial devices
We selected 3, readily available, personal heating devices for the trial - one delivering heat
by radiation and two by conduction. We didn’t request that participants turn down their
central heating during the trial as we did not want them to become uncomfortable in
potentially cold weather conditions. We left it up to them whether they altered their normal
heating regime or not.
The 3 devices were as follows:-
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Radiation - A 500w portable Infrared (IR) panel 18

Infrared (IR) panel heaters use electric power to heat a large surface to around 90-100°C.
Like other hot objects such as the sun or an electric fire, the panel surface then radiates
energy as waves that pass through air - without heating it - until they reach a solid object like
a wall, chair or person. That solid object - the person in our case - absorbs the wave’s
energy and heats up, just what we want! What’s more, IR radiation actually penetrates our
skin (to different depths depending on the exact wavelength), a characteristic that makes it
both feel pleasant and be useful in some medical applications19.
IR panels reach their operating temperature in about 5 minutes so they more rapidly and
noticeably warm the body parts which are in their directional path. Like sitting in the sun or
close to a log burning stove, radiation is often perceived as the most pleasant form of heat possibly because the skin surface in the wave path gets noticeably warm. Over time, the
objects and walls in the room will also absorb this radiated heat and reflect that back into the
room.
In contrast, conventional radiators (despite the name) are designed to maximise convection
over radiation in order to heat the entire air space. Often the radiant metal surfaces face
each other so that the surfaces radiate to each other and heat the air by conduction between
the panels creating a reservoir of trapped air which then rises and heats the air above by
convection.
Radiant IR heaters only heat the people and objects directly in front of them, keeping those
people comfortably warm without necessarily having to heat the whole space. This means
that individual thermal comfort is then less dependent on the size of a room, how well
insulated it is and whether there is a window or door open for some reason.
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Herschel Infrared
Applications of infrared radiation

Studies of radiant heating systems suggest that they offer the potential of reduced energy
consumption and a favourable tie in with low temperature and low intensity energy systems
such as heat pumps whilst maintaining thermal comfort.20

Conduction - An electrically heated seat cover

The seat cover can attach to an office or armchair. It plugs into the mains and uses minimal
electricity .. 45w on max heat setting. It heats the person via conduction, i.e. being in direct
contact with a surface which is warmer than they are.

Conduction - A battery heated gilet

This is an ordinary padded gilet with a set of inbuilt heated pads. It’s powered at 3 different
thermostatically controlled settings by a 1000mAh portable power bank which fits in one
pocket and lasts up to 7 hours. Again, the gilet heats the wearer directly by conduction using
only a tiny amount of electricity.

About the trial process
For budget reasons, the trial was limited to 12 households. Recruitment was through a
community newsletter and local social media. Out of 18 responses, we selected 12 on the
20
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basis of different house types, energy use, demographics and lifestyles. We focused on
homes where at least one member was at home most days. Unfortunately, all household
owners were over the age of 40 - conceivably because younger adults are less likely to own
properties or occupy them during the day.
The trial ran during January and February 2022 with 4 households having the trial equipment
for 2 weeks at a time.
All participants were interviewed pre-trial on their current heating behaviour, energy
consumption, heating costs, heating concerns, lifestyle, and their individual views on their
current thermal comfort and ways they use to stay warm.
Given the small numbers, impossibility of obtaining accurate oil consumption data21, and
uncontrollable outside temperatures, we recognised that the trial would not be quantitatively
robust but primarily qualitative and experiential in nature. We did collect as much energy
data from each household before and after the trial as we could manage along with outside
temperatures.22
Participants were given simple operating instructions and encouraged to experiment with
using the devices in any way they chose. The IR panel was attached to a plug monitor to
measure electricity consumption.
Participants were alerted by a mobile text message on 3 or 4 occasions during the trial
prompting completion of a 2 minute survey requesting data on their current thermal comfort
level, room location, room air temperature, recent activity level, clothing levels and any
currently active heat sources.
A ‘control’ group of 17 UK wide household occupants were recruited and sampled using the
same thermal comfort survey prompted on different days and times over the two months of
the trial.
At the end of each trial period, we conducted a final interview covering the householders’
device use patterns, feedback and thermal comfort during the trial period and explored any
changes the trial had made in their use of, attitude to or future plans for home heating. An
online survey one week after their trial ended assessed the trial impact and their interest in
purchasing any of the types of devices used in the trial.

About the 12 Households
Table 1 shows the 12 household profiles.
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No accurate oil flow meters attached.
I’m not surprised that much of the research on thermal comfort seems to take place in controlled lab
conditions not houses!
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No.
Occ Main
upa heating
nts source

Approx
age of
house

Type

400 yrs

Semi-detached 5 bedrooms

2 Oil

Log burner

18,000

25 yrs

Detached

4 bedrooms

3 Oil

Log burner

23,000

400 yrs

Detached

4 bedrooms

2 Electric

Log burners

70 yrs

Semi-detached 4 bedrooms

4 Oil

Log burner

15,000

70 yrs

Detached

3 bedrooms

2 Oil

Log burner/Electric UF

19,000

250 yrs

Detached

3 bedrooms

1 Oil

Log burner

18,000

70 yrs

Semi-detached 4 bedrooms

2 LPG

Open fire/ Electric UF

15,000

200 yrs

Detached

2 bedrooms

1 Electric

Log burner/Electric
Aga

18,000

50 yrs

Detached

7 bedrooms

4 Oil

Open fire

27,000

60 yrs

Detached

4 bedrooms

2 Oil

Open fire

31,000

19 yrs

Detached

3 bedrooms

1 Electric

Electric fire

24,000

200 yrs

Semi-detached 3 bedrooms

2 Oil

Log burners/Electric
UF

23,000

Size

Additional heating

Estimated
kWh/year23

8000

Table 1

The houses ranged from the 1600’s to the 2000’s. This age diversity is not atypical in rural
settings. The area is not on mains gas so most have oil or LPG tanks. 3 households had
electric only heating (storage heaters or electric radiators). All households had additional
heating - most often one or more log burners or an open fire - but 3 had electric underfloor
heating in one room and most occasionally used an additional oil filled electric radiator or
electrically heated towel rails. This suggests hybrid heating is already the normal pattern.
All 12 had some insulation but this varied by level often depending on the architecture or age
of property. Pre 1900 houses suffered from localised damp. 2 households were aware of
having old, inefficient heating systems.
It transpired that 6 of the 12 households rented some part of their property for holiday let. In
some cases, the rental room or annexe was on the same heating source making energy
consumption comparisons hard to make especially as some complained that rentees tend to
turn up the heating to higher levels than the residents.
Most households had their central heating on timers for morning and evening - thermostat
settings ranged from 15 to 22°C. 7 households had at least one member working from home.
The other 5 households were semi or fully retired. Most remarked on feeling chilly or even
uncomfortably cold at times. Some turn up the central heating or underfloor heating in
23

This is combined electricity & oil or LPG. According to Ofgem, the average UK house uses
2,900kWh (electricity) and 12,000 kWh (gas) a year, i.e. a total of 14,900 kWh.

response to feeling chilly, others pile on more layers, sit the dog on their lap or even hug a
hot water bottle. How and when they felt chilly didn’t seem to relate directly with the current
temperature in the house - it was most often about their current activity level. Log burners
were lit in the evening for extra warmth. The reported thermal comfort of household
members varied in almost every household. Sometimes this was women feeling chillier than
men and sometimes the other way around.
Some houses clearly benefited hugely from solar gain in key rooms. A few North facing ones
experienced no direct sun in winter at all.

Trial Results
A number of households remarked that collecting the data during the pre-trial interviews was
extremely useful in raising their awareness of their relative consumption, system
inefficiencies and changes they could make to cut consumption and costs irrespective of the
trial. Many had only a vague idea of their daily energy use and where that could be reduced.
The way the market works means people are focussed primarily on finding or switching to
cheaper deals distracting from how much more they could save by adopting more efficient
heating systems or behaviours.
Figure 1 shows the average day time outside temperatures in the local area of the 12
households during the trial period. They varied between 1 and 11°C with an average of 6°C.
The January group had the coldest weather.

Figure 1

About the trial devices
IR Panel
IR panels are usually positioned on walls at body height or on ceilings. Unfortunately, we had
no way of giving people such a ‘full’ spot heating experience for a 2 week trial. Instead, we
gave them a portable IR panel which operated at 500w and heated to ~100°C in 5 minutes.
We explained to participants that, unlike wall or ceiling panels, this wasn’t powerful enough
to heat an entire room and they would need to be positioned near to the panel to experience
its radiated heat. It was also an awkward object to move around flexibly to where they
wanted to use it at different times and some had trouble finding floor space and avoiding
trailing power leads.
All the households tried using the IR panel. A few used it for 80-90 hours over the 14 days
because they found a location where it really worked for them. Others only tried it for 1-2
hours but didn’t experience any real benefit (mostly due to the size of the room or the
alternative of a log burner with which it is hard to compete). The average use was 30 hours.

What did it work best for?
Working in a cold room
5 people used it for keeping them warm whilst working in a study area or room, saving the
need to have central heating on.
“In somewhere like that (study), instead of heating the whole house because you’re just
working, I can see that panel would be much better than putting the whole heating system
on”
“The IR panel made a real difference if you’re sitting late afternoon, early evening on the
computer. I used it largely on the landing. I had it reasonably close to me and it really did
make a difference”
“He mainly used it in his office, I had to drag it kicking and screaming off him… he usually
has an electric fan heater”
In the evening on the sofa
In 2 cases, it was used whilst seated on the sofa to stay warm in the evening instead of
lighting the log burner
“The panel was probably my favourite … I just had it in front of me on the sofa… it was just a
nice comfortable temperature and until I stepped away from it, I didn’t realise quite how nice
it was to be there”.
“I had it probably just over a metre away from me when I was sitting in the evening on the
sofa … I probably only had the log fire on one night”

In a cold kitchen
In one case, it was used in the kitchen which was apparently a chilly room for cooking and
eating even with the central heating on.
“It was very useful in the kitchen. We used that nearly every day.. At lunchtime and in the
morning as well for breakfast”
4 other households tried the panel but couldn’t feel it making any noticeable difference
“I didn’t really notice much difference from when we didn’t have it on”
“We were watching TV and we popped it on in front of us but we just didn’t feel the heat
getting through at all”

What were seen as the positives of the IR panel?:
Flexibility - heat only when you need it
“Because our heating system isn’t that controllable, it’s all a bit all or nothing .. but then
having the panel there you can turn it on when you need it”
Quick to heat
“It was quicker coming on definitely than the radiator”
Liked the sensation
“I got a sense of a nice heat coming from it”, “It doesn’t feel like you are being heated. It feels
more like your own natural internal body heat”
More effective than an electric, oil filled radiator
“In terms of warming, the IR panel was much better”
The look of it
“it looks much sleeker and smarter than a radiator”

What were seen as the negatives24?:Size of the panel is ineffective in a larger room - “Down here in the kitchen, the panel
wasn’t very noticeable”
Difficult to share the heat - “we were having maritals about .. ‘get it over here!’ ‘ get it in
front of both of us.. How close can you get to me?’”
24

These would not be issues with a larger wall or ceiling mounted panel but wouldn’t provide
portability to another location in the house on an ad hoc basis.

Heating only one side of you - “I didn’t like the way it only heated one side of me”
Not easily portable - “I think if the panel could have a handle as well as it’s meant to be
portable because it did get very hot”
Trailing wires People often had to use an extension cable to get the panel to be close
enough to them - “one of the things about having it down here is that you have lots of cable
and that’s not great”.
4 households said they were considering purchasing an IR panel as a result of the trial…
either a portable one or possibly a ceiling mounted one above where they sit or work.
“We will definitely investigate the possibility of IR panels.. Probably on the highly portable
end on a kind of working from home mentality. I think that might well make a difference”
“With a ceiling one, I thought I would have it on that side nearer the window which is
obviously a cold spot”

Heated seat cover
The 45w heated seat cover was the biggest hit with people who regularly occupied the same
chair for hours at a time. 5 triallists have subsequently bought one.

What did it work best for?
Working in a cold study/office
“Oh my god, the heated seat… I’m loving it… I haven’t had to put the heating on .. I was
quite happy sitting in my little room with just that on”
People found they didn’t need it on all the time either “I’ll pop it on for a couple of hours
otherwise it gets too warm”
Extra warmth when relaxing in an armchair
It also worked for people sitting in an armchair relaxing when they needed a bit of extra
warmth.
““I used the heated seat pad, which I loved, but that was really an evening thing.. I used it
when we were sitting down watching the telly”
“Loved the seat cover …I mostly used it in the evening because then the temperature was
dropping in that room, it meant I didn’t have to put the extra heater on”

What were seen as the positives?
Saving the need to turn up the central heating or even light the log burner

“It’s made me turn down the heating in the lounge and I’ve been quite comfortable because
of the (seat) pad”
“About this time (mid afternoon), it starts to feel cold and that’s when we used the gilet and
the seat cover .. saved turning the heating back on”
“I had a visitor …, and he sat on it and loved it. He was sitting there quite comfortably and
didn’t moan about not having a log fire”.
Warming you up quickly when cold
The seat cover quickly and effectively helped some people warm up when they’d got really
cold (either through inactivity or being outside). Once warmed up, they could then happily
switch it off.
“Coming in from outside cold, I’d often just switch it on as a quick warm up”
“Just for the initial warmth .. sort of like an electric blanket in bed … once I’d heated up, I
could switch it off”
They commented that central heating didn’t have that effect because it didn’t warm them
directly or quickly “just turning the heating up won’t necessarily work”
Sensation
Some (but not all) liked the sensation of the seat cover heating.
“It just felt comforting to have it on the back… it was more concentrated (than the IR panel) ..
it felt a bit indulgent having that heat behind you”
“With the heat pad on my lower back.. I quite luxuriated in it!”
Even its fans preferred to heat their backs but not their bottoms. (“it wasn’t a good thing
having your bottom heating”). Fortunately the settings allowed for that.

What were seen as negatives?
Sensation
A couple of people didn’t like the sensation.
“There is something about it. The same with an electric blanket if you ever still sleep with
one of those on. There’s something about that kind of electrified heat around you. When
you’ve got a wire heating you round you.”

Battery heated gilet
We had a problem with the trial gilets as I had purchased 2 sizes and the smaller ones
(labelled ‘Large’) were too tight for most whilst the ‘Extra Large’ ones were much too big and

baggy for others. We also had more of a marmite result with the gilets with people either
being fans or not liking them at all.

What did it work best for?
Working in a cold room
“I was definitely warmer when I was sat.. and we’ve had quite a cold spell”
“Oh gosh, I’ve been telling everyone about the vest! I know a lot of people who live at this
altitude in an old house that’s not easy to heat. I’ve been quite evangelical about it”
“Sitting in there in my office.. It was less of a teeth chattering experience”
Heat moves with you when working on jobs around the house
“you can have the gilet on and can go sit in another room or whatever because you take it
with you.”
“I’d probably go for the gilet as a daytime thing because you are skidding around all over the
place and it’s with you whatever”

What were seen as the positives?
It saved heating the whole house
“having seen how well the heated gilet works.. Because sometimes when it’s really cold, I
think ‘damn it I’m going to put the oil fired central heating on’ but now I would probably
change to using a heated gilet”
“That’s quite nice that you know you’re not heating the whole house as a result”
“It’s absolutely common sense, isn’t it, to heat your body not the room”
“I can see the real value in those gilets in the transition from heat to no heat and those sorts
of days when you think ‘shall I light the fire or put the heating on, you just put the vest on and
that would be fine”
Warming you up quickly when cold
“The gilet was great .. it really did warm me up and I was amazed how well it did that when it
was quite cold”
“It warmed me up and then I turned it off”
Flexibility - heat just when you need it

“when you get too warm, you just turn it off”
“You can switch it off and when you’re cold, switch it back on”
Sensation
“Because you had the whole thing on, it felt more like a wraparound warmth… it felt a more
comfortable warmth”
“It was really quite cosy”
For a couple of people, the trial gilet triggered them to wear their own gilet or a warmer
sweater in the house rather than turning the heating up.

What were the negatives?
Sensation
However, others really didn’t like the feeling of the heat the gilet provided.
“It wasn’t a very pleasant heat for me .. it was concentrated in one place”
“It felt too hot, I’m not used to that feeling”
“It’s a bit like being cheese wired or something.. You can feel the wire heat on”
5 people have purchased battery heated gilets as a result of the trial.

About the energy effects
Unfortunately, this is a mixed picture which gives us little reliable quantitative data. This is
mainly because we had no realistic way of measuring oil consumption during the trial. Also, it
emerged that some households were sharing electricity and/or oil with attached holiday
rental accommodation on some weeks during pre trial and trial periods. And the outside
temperatures obviously fluctuated.
In terms of electricity, 5 households increased consumption by an average of 12%
(compared to their pre trial period) whilst 6 households reduced it by an average of 22%25. 5
of the reducing households volunteered that they had either turned down their central
heating thermostats slightly during the trial or had opted not to turn on either their central
heating or storage heaters as often. There was no correlation between electricity
consumption and hours of IR panel use. The seat cover and gilet consume too little to even
register in these measurements. 3 people remarked that they had lit their log burners less
often in the evening as they hadn't felt they needed it.
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No reliable data for the 12th household.

About thermal comfort
The thermal comfort sampling survey yielded 49 responses at different times of day from
individuals within the 12 households. Unfortunately the sample was small and more
individuals in some households responded than in others which skewed the results.
However, we can see the room temperatures (Figure 2) at which participants reported
themselves as either feeling comfortable, feeling chilly or too warm.

Figure 2

People reported feeling comfortable 65% of times sampled, chilly 31% of times and too
warm only 4%. The main finding though was the variation in reported thermal comfort
relative to room temperature and the overlap in the room temperatures at which people felt
either chilly or comfortable.
Table 2 shows the range of room temperatures relative to thermal comfort. There was only a
1°C difference between the average room temperatures in the 3 thermal comfort cases.
Room
temperatures

Max

Min

Mode

Average

Stdev

Feel too warm

18

18

18

18

0

Feel comfortable

23

14

20

18.28

2.34

Feel chilly

20

13

18

17.20

2.11

Table 2

People reported having one or other trial device on 35% of the moments sampled and were
comfortable in 59% of those.26
Because we had also collected 100 samples from a control group of 17 people across the
UK during the same time period, this gave a bigger data set to work with on exploring
thermal comfort.
Figure 3 shows the thermal comfort variation relative to room temperature for this larger
sample.

Figure 3

Table 3 shows the actual ranges of room temperatures relative to thermal comfort
Room
temperatures

max

min

mode

average

SD

Feel too warm

23

17

20

20

1.9

Feel comfortable

25

14

19

19

2.2

Feel chilly

21

13

19

18

2.1

Table3

The control group were comfortable slightly more often (68%) and chilly significantly less
often (23%) than the trial group.
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The small sample numbers make it difficult to interpret this. For example, people might turn on the
trial devices because they suddenly feel chilly.

Again we see a surprisingly wide variation in individual comfort relative to room temperature
together with only minor disparities in average or modal room temperatures at which people
felt either comfortable or chilly. There was a minimal but non-significant correlation (0.16)
between reported room temperature and the average outside temperature in that location on
that day. The findings are consistent with other research showing large individual variation in
how comfortable people feel at different air temperatures.27
Because the control samples were similar enough to the trial samples but provided a larger
data set for analysis, we used it to explore possible sources of thermal comfort variation.
Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, the contributing factors interact with one another but this
still gives some indications as to sources of variation.
Gender had some effect - men and women were comfortable in the same percentage of
samples (68%) but the women were more often chilly (29% of times versus 16%) and the
men too warm more often (16% of times versus 2%). On average, both genders were most
often comfortable at a room temperature of 19°C but the average room temperature at which
women most often felt chilly was also 19°C (!) whereas it was 16°C for men.
Activity levels had some effect - Table 4 shows people’s recent activity level and the
percentage who reported feeling comfortable or chilly

Recent Activity
level

No.
samples

%
comfortable

%
chilly

Not at all

42

64%

28%

Slightly active

39

69%

26%

Very active

19

74%

1%
Table4

Not surprisingly, the more active people had been in the previous 15 minutes, the less likely
they were to feel chilly - although there wasn’t a big difference unless they had recently been
“very active”.
Layers of clothing - Table 5 shows the number of clothing layers people were wearing
when sampled and the percentage who reported feeling comfortable or chilly at that
moment. Results are confounded by the fact that people are more likely to put more layers
on when they are in a cold room or feeling chilly.

Clothing

No.
samples

%
comfortable

%
chilly

1 layer

8

62%

38%

2 layers

40

70%

30%

3 layers

43

72%

28%

4 layers

5

40%

60%
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5 layers

4

0%

100%

Table 5

Number of people in the room - Table 6 shows the number of people in the room at the
moment sampled and the percentage who felt comfortable or chilly at that moment.

No. in room

%
No. Samples comfortable

%
chilly

1 person

60

58%

32%

2 people

35

80%

11%

3 people

5

100%

0%

Table 6

Given that there was only 1 single occupier household in the control group, it was surprising
how often rooms were only occupied by one person at the moment of sampling28. But
doubling the number present in any room had a huge effect. As well as radiant heat from
bodies, this may be driven by other interacting factors such as room and time of day. For
example, in the evenings only 30% people were alone in the room and people were most
likely to have the warmest room temperature and the highest comfort level in the evening
because they were relaxing (see below).
Type of room - Table 7 shows the 3 rooms most often occupied in the sampling, their
average temperatures and the percentage of people feeling comfortable or chilly.

Room

Ave room
No. Samples temp

%
comfortable % chilly

Lounge/sitting
room

45

20

78%

13%

Study

21

18

57%

34%

Kitchen

19

18

84%

11%

Table 7

The study was the room where people were least likely to feel comfortably warm even
though the average was the same temperature as the kitchen where 84% felt comfortable
but the temperatures in study rooms had a higher standard deviation. The kitchen might feel
more comfortable because people were active or maybe because they were consuming hot
food!
Type of Heating on - Table 8 shows the 3 main types of heating on at the time sampled.

Heating

28

No. samples

Ave room
temp

%
comfortabl
% too
e
% chilly warm

Unfortunately, we don’t know if this means there was only 1 occupant in the house at the time or
that there were more but in different rooms.

Central Heating only

34

20

62%

26%

9%

Log Burner

19

19

80%

10%

10%

None

32

18

66%

28%

6%

Table 8

A log burner achieved the best thermal comfort even though the average room temperature
wasn’t higher. The interesting finding is that having no heating on at all when sampled
achieved similar thermal comfort to central heating despite the average room temperature
being 2 s lower.
Time of day - Table 9 shows the time of day

Time of day

No. samples

%
comfortabl
e
% chilly % too warm

Ave room
temp

Morning

39

18

64%

26%

10%

Afternoon

30

19

63%

33%

4%

Evening

31

20

77%

13%

10%

Table 9

People's best thermal comfort was in the evenings. This could be about their circadian
rhythms29 but also affected by having the log burner lit and sharing the room with another
person.

Qualitative data on thermal comfort (Trial group only)
The post trial interviews shed further light on thermal comfort as people talked about wanting
different levels of warmth depending on time of day and whether they were active (mentally
or physically) or relaxing.
“When I’m working, I don’t want to be too warm, I just want to be comfortable but I feel
different in the evenings I really want to sit and relax in front of the telly, I like to feel the fire
is lit”
“You want to be warmest when relaxing”
“I just get cold if I've been sitting down for a while. If I’m moving around, I’m OK”
“If you are moving around, you don’t need the heat on”
They like being able to take their source of heat with them
“If you have the gilet on, you can go and sit in another room because you take the heat with
you”
“Heat that’s with you wherever you are”
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Our core body temperature is highest early evening

And, as we’ve seen in the responses to using the devices, people differed markedly in their
reaction to different heat sensations. For some, a particular heat form was “comforting”,
“comfy”, “relaxing”, “natural”, “indulgent” . For others, the same sensation felt “too hot”,
“uncomfortable”, “cheese wired” “artificial” “electrified”.
As one household with experience of accommodating holiday guests remarked, “it just
reinforced for us how different people feel the heat”. They cited an example where guests
were complaining of cold even though the air temperature in the room was 24°C! “it was
partly psychological, a living room where there's no carpet but there’s underfloor heating but
no radiator. They want to feel radiant heat on them”.
Some people commented that they don’t like air heating, “I don’t like the feeling of being
dried out all the time. I don’t like having the heater on in the car … I prefer being in a fresher
environment” . “I find that central heating dries and dehydrates you. I much prefer windows
open”
Others described hot air making them feel “dopey” or “unhealthy” . But others (even within
the same household!) said they only feel comfortable if the air around them feels warm. “One
thing I didn’t like was not having the air warm”
Household members disagreed with each other about the level of central heating required…
“I get much colder than him”
“You complain about the heating level”
Across the trial households, sometimes the women were the chillier and sometimes the men.
Either way, it created ongoing tension (usually managed humorously) in how to manage
room temperature in shared spaces.

About trial impact on thinking and behaviour
The trial was not ultimately about the 3 particular devices deployed but about enabling
people to experience alternative ways of keeping themselves warm.
In the post trial survey, 8 of 14 household members said the trial had “definitely” changed the
way they think about keeping warm and 6 said it had changed their thinking “a bit”.
These were the main impacts:Experiencing the trial devices made people think differently about heating
“It’s been a big learning to me, and whilst these might not be exactly the right devices,
they’ve helped me think differently about localised heating not space heating”
“ .. the concept of not heating the whole room but heating the people in it is great. I’d never
thought about that before. That’s definitely changed my way of thinking about heating”

“The IR panel did the job of heating the person, it didn’t raise the temperature of the air in the
room”
It opened their eyes to alternatives
“It opened our eyes to other forms or methods of heating”
“It’s made me think more about different types of heaters and the way they heat. I’ve never
thought about it before”
It made them more aware of room temperatures and the energy they were using.
Even the meter readings I asked people to take and the simple room thermometers I gave
them impacted their awareness.
“I think getting me to read the electricity meter has got me aware… I now look at the smart
meter every day and see how much we’ve used”
“I think the thermometer was a good thing for me because I was a bit startled by how warm
the lounge was in the morning… just because I had it turned up too high”
It resulted in some turning down their central heating or not turning it on when they
felt chilly
“We tend to usually turn the heating on when we’re cold but instead we used the gilet and
the seat”
“The heating was on 23, we turned it down to 21 just to trial it .. because when it gets a bit
cold, you put one of these (trial devices) on”
“ I did turn the thermostat down from 18 down to 16. It seemed alright”
“Changed the mindset of ‘don’t just come downstairs and whack the heating up’’”
It disrupted the accepted mindset of heating an entire house uniformly with central
heating
“It made us think through that maybe we are thinking about heating in the wrong way, just
choosing one type of heating and expecting it to do everything… maybe we should have
different types to do all the things we want”
“The big learning for me out of this is how crazy it is to heat all of this space that we occupy
occasionally and partially”
People talked about the lack of control/flexibility which central heating provides for keeping
them warm as individuals when and where they need without wasting energy.

“What it does make you think about is how little control, flexible control you have over the
heating in the house.. Although you’ve got thermostatic valves, the idea that you have to go
round fine tuning them all”
“You don’t have control in the sense that you think “I’ll just heat that room now””
“I assume it’s not very efficient anyway only having one radiator on and running the whole
boiler system”.
“I like not having to stick to what you’ve programmed”
People became more sensitive (especially given the current price hikes) of wasting
heat unnecessarily.
“I don’t want to waste heat”
“I think if we had one of those (IR panels) in the office, we would not use the central heating
in the morning at all . that would make more sense really. In the mornings we go here
(kitchen) and then I go to work in my office and that’s it. I do want, when I’m having my
breakfast, to have somewhere reasonably comfortable.. We don’t need it in the sitting room
or anywhere else really”
“ It’s like a no-brainer.. ‘What are we putting the heating on for?’ ‘why am I heating that
corner up there?’ ‘what were you thinking?’ It’s like why would you want to heat the outside?”
It triggered people to wear more layers of clothes when chilly
Finally using the trial devices triggered people into using more layers of clothing rather than
altering the room temperature.
“Quite often I would be walking around in just a T shirt so that’s mad, isn’t it… I’m now
turning the heating down and wearing more wool!”
“I’ve put the other gilet on (without a battery) and it does make a difference just having
another layer”
Some people recommended the introduction of similar devices into their areas of
work
4 of the participants said they had shared their trial experiences and thinking with colleagues
or discussed other applications.
“With your report, I’m going to be sharing it with my managers because I’ve been going on
and on about it in work … I’m seriously trying to say this is something they should do as
policy”.
“Because we are all now hybrid working, the offices are still being heated when there’s only
one person there”

“There are people (working at home) who will sit in thick coats and the rest because they
don’t want to heat the whole house.. Some of them it’s because of the money. But quite a lot
of people are thinking, ‘I shouldn’t really be heating all this space’ (for environmental
reasons)”.
“I think the heated vests could be a real game changer for older people… when the carer
comes in, they could change the battery over and it’s a reasonably priced solution. I think the
thing to do is to get politicians wearing them first when they’re sat in the garden having a
work meeting!”
Some either purchased or are considering purchasing devices like those in the trial
At the time of writing, 2 people have purchased a portable IR panel, 3 non-trial households
are borrowing IR panels to try for themselves and 2 are seriously considering purchasing IR
panels in a different format. Several regretted not having a chance to experiment with a
ceiling IR panel before deciding whether to purchase.
5 have purchased heated seat covers as a result of the trial.
5 have purchased battery heated gilets.

Concluding Discussion and Recommendations
Summary of main findings
Houses come in all shapes, sizes, ages, occupancy levels, heating methods and energy
consumption. Older houses tend to be much harder and more costly to insulate and heat
than others. And the same variation is true of the occupants’ individual and shared
behavioural practices and their awareness and attitudes to both energy and thermal comfort.
The trial suggested that it was rare for householders to regularly track or have a clear sense
of what energy they were consuming and why or how to reduce this. They were more aware
of energy in terms of shifting prices30, sometimes swapping providers to find a cheaper deal
without necessarily being aware of using far more kWh than other households of a similar
type because of an inefficient system or a particular heating practice. Not having oil flow
meters makes it almost impossible for people to have a sense of their regular consumption.
All 12 households already employed hybrid heating methods (log burners, portable radiators,
dry underfloor heating etc) to achieve thermal comfort alongside central heating.
Giving people the chance to try out alternative conduction and radiant heating devices in
their homes as part of their ordinary lives proved an enjoyable novelty which impacted
30

And that’s how the market, energy bills and the media mostly report it as ££ rather than kWh.
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thinking, awareness and behaviour. Trials like this are valuable because our actions and
experiences shape our thinking 31.
Devices which heat people’s bodies directly via radiation and/or conduction help improve
thermal comfort whilst using less energy than heating space and can help people deploy
their central heating for less time, in less rooms or at a lower thermostat setting.
Participants varied in which devices they preferred either because of the practical uses they
found for them or because of the different heat sensations the different devices offered which
they either liked or didn’t. A whole vocabulary of heat as a highly subjective feeling emerged.
Sample data collected from both trial and control populations showed significant variation in
the room temperatures at which people felt comfortable (14 to 25°C) or chilly (13 to 21°C) at
any point in time with a surprising overlap between comfortable and chilly.
Thermal comfort is clearly a multi-factorial challenge and certainly not reducible to a single
measure of a required room temperature. We saw individuals varying from each other in
what room temperature they needed to feel comfortable conceivably as a function of gender,
physiology, age, health or psychology. But also the interviews, combined with the sampled
surveys, showed any individual’s comfort varied depending on interacting factors such as:
time of day, level of physical activity, quality of activity (e.g. concentrated working versus
relaxing), the particular room occupied, whether they were alone in the room or not, the type
of heating and their clothing layers.
The participants' use of the trial devices and their feedback suggests that they would ideally
like much greater heating flexibility, speed of response and control than central heating
typically provides. They would like to be comfortable (not too cold or too hot) right now
depending on where they happen to be in the house, what they happen to be doing right
now (and for how long) and without wasting energy heating elsewhere. This is currently
difficult for them to achieve.
Some people experience real difficulty getting warm once they have become cold for any
reason. Putting on an extra sweater or turning up the central heating doesn’t necessarily
help (because the air temperature or the sweater doesn’t warm you directly because it’s not
warmer than you are) and even a change in air temperature takes time. On these occasions,
they need brisk exercise to raise their metabolic rate or to be in contact with radiant or
conducted heat, i.e. something hotter than they are. The chair covers and heated gilets
worked particularly well for this.
The trial disrupted people’s assumption that central space heating is the only answer to
achieving thermal comfort.
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Recommendations/discussion32
For individual households….
Households could improve their thermal comfort and decrease their energy consumption and
costs immediately by acquiring simple, relatively cheap, personal heating devices which heat
their bodies effectively in cooler room temperatures or when they are seated for long
periods.
Changing to wear more warm clothing indoors than has become ‘normal practice’ also helps
as does sharing the room with others (plus any dogs and cats!) when and where you can.
IR panels are a more expensive acquisition but have the advantage of being modular and
relatively straightforward to install on walls or ceilings so it would be possible to experiment
with their introduction in one or two selected rooms only, e.g. a bedroom only requiring
warmth for 1/2 hour each morning or a home office which could be heated without requiring
centrally heating the whole house.
Regular tracking of energy consumption in terms of energy (kWh) not just ££ helps identify
where reductions can be made and motivates change. In my own case, buying and installing
an expensive oil flow meter has arguably already offset its cost in revealing how much oil
was burned for some purposes or times of day which I could easily avoid.

For industry and policy makers…..
It appears that the UK Government’s Standard Assessment Procedure for Energy Rating of
Dwellings33 is working within an existing central heating mindset of space heating buildings
uniformly to an agreed temperature to achieve universal thermal comfort. The change is to
switch over to renewable sources of energy to drive this system.
The goal is to employ increasingly sophisticated technology to create uniform, automated,
“indoor climates” which use low temperature (less energy) to deliver a constant level of
space heating for occupants’ thermal comfort. The heating systems will be converted to
renewable energy sources (e.g. heat pumps or hydrogen boilers). This is combined with
automated monitoring of outside temperatures to adjust flow temperatures from the heat
pump or boiler to achieve a constant ‘indoor climate’ which requires minimal knowledge or
intervention for the householder to maintain.
This sounds ideal until you involve people in the mix or older, hard to insulate housing. Also
air is hard to keep warm and, as observed, doesn’t actually heat us! Humans (as we have
seen in this study) are awkwardly complex bundles of individual physiology, psychology and
behaviour who need to be comfortably warm at a cost they can afford. Our human ability to
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sense heat is not even fully understood and was subject to a Nobel Prize in physiology last
year.34
Ultimately, the challenge is to balance the heat individuals lose from their bodies at any
moment in time with the heat their bodies either generate or receive from their environment.
Enabling that constant individual balance and giving individuals control over it without
wasting excess energy on heating buildings to a constant temperature is a different goal
from the one above.
The domestic energy industry could consider adopting some of the spot heating techniques
used in the industrial building industry35. Here it’s often infeasible to heat all the air in large
open spaces uniformly and satisfy the different thermal comfort requirements of workers in
that space whilst wasting as little energy as possible. Unlike the domestic industry, they
seem more cognisant of the differences in individual physiology and psychology and seek to
create variable microclimates within a larger space which offer personal control over
individual thermal comfort without wasting energy heating whole spaces.
Experiments show that where people feel they can control their own required heat level, they
have better thermal comfort ratings under similar room temperatures.36 This sense of control
(or lack of it) may account for some of the variation we saw in our trial.
Radiant heaters offer both flexibility of positioning, ready on/off control and fast response.
Could their deployment enable multiple, rapid on/off ‘thermal micro climates’ throughout a
home to suit ad hoc, thermal comfort of different family members at different times and when
engaged in different activities without wasting energy when and where it’s not needed?
Because IR can heat people in any such micro zone directly and not via the air, this form of
heating could also be better suited (both in terms of achieving thermal comfort and not
wasting energy) in houses which are hard to insulate so have cold or draughty spots. This is
why radiant heaters work so effectively for sitting outdoors because no-one imagines you are
going to try to heat all the surrounding air! The goal is to keep you warm in an otherwise
chilly environment.
And, it’s possible that moving frequently between different temperature zones might be
better for our thermoregulatory systems.37
Heat pumps are proving a highly promising means of deploying readily accessible,
renewable heat sources (air, ground or water) to heat houses using far less energy.
However, there are some drawbacks38 in their wider deployment given that heat pumps
extract and deliver low temperature heat:-
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(i) They are best suited to energy efficient buildings and the majority of UK housing doesn’t
currently meet this standard and will take time and considerable cost to get there.
(ii) They can’t offer a rapid, flexible heat response in the particular moment or room where
and when it’s needed. Whilst heat pumps are increasingly incorporating sophisticated
automation to remove the need for understanding or control on the part of the householder,
this also means that the householders might feel less warm precisely because they no
longer feel they can control their heat on an as-needed basis.
(iii) Some householders complain of not being warm enough even when the target room
temperature is reached. This might be physiological (they need a direct conductive or radiant
heat impact to help them warm up when they’ve got cold) and/or psychological (they can’t
identify a source which is hotter than them to touch or sit next to).
The trial results suggest a hybrid approach of combining heat pumps with one or two
personal radiant or conductive devices might be a solution. It has certainly worked in one
local heat pump case I know.
If hybrid working patterns are here to stay, then companies as well as home workers could
save energy by adopting more rapid response, flexibly controlled spot heating in their
buildings to keep only the staff working there warm in designated areas on some days
without wasting heating the entire building.
Free or subsidised provision of heated gilets or seat covers could make a huge difference to
both the thermal comfort and fuel costs for elderly people, those requiring care and those
struggling to pay for central heating.

For researchers…..
This was a very small trial with a very limited data set and in a particular geographical
context. It would be helpful to see it replicated with a much larger and diverse data set of
houses, heating methods and occupant profiles. Having said that, in my many years’
experience of running technology user trials, small initial studies often deliver 75% plus of
what you need to know! A larger trial can then be used to verify that.
I hope this report encourages more heat energy trials to take place in ordinary, occupied
homes so that quantitative measures of temperatures and energy are explored in
conjunction with (rather than isolated from) qualitative assessments of occupants’ thermal
comfort, their individual variations and typical behaviour patterns. Obviously, this makes the
experiments much messier and harder to analyse and report but we are dealing with a
multi-factorial space and any policies or approaches need to take that into account or risk
being misleading.
What we do can change what we think.39 If we need to change people’s attitudes to reducing
domestic energy, one way is to give people the opportunity to experience doing familiar
things differently - preferably in a way that’s novel and fun.
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Self perception theory suggests we observe our actions to reveal our attitudes and values or what
we think.

I finish with the comment of one trial participant, “It’s changed my mindset .. it’s going back to
old fashioned heating, if you like. It’s how people would have lived”. But maybe the day will
come when central heating (as we have known it) itself becomes the “old fashioned”
concept.
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